
Achi is one of many traditional three-in-a-row games. 

This version originated in Ghana where it is often 

played by children who use pebbles as pieces. In 

England, game pieces were found near Hadrian's Wall 

in northern England dating back to the 3rd or 4th 

century AD. A version is also played in India called 

“Yih” and in the Phillipines called “Tapatan” in which 

each player only has three pegs instead of four. 

Otherwise, these games are played just like Achi. (There 

is also a variation with only seven points based on a 

hexagon (six outer points) and a point at the center.)

HOW TO PLAY:

The board is empty in the beginning, and each player 

holds a set of four pegs, either light or dark. The first 

player is chosen randomly, but traditionally the loser of 

the previous game goes first. 

The game is played in two phases.

In the “place” phase, each player places one peg per 

turn into any vacant position on the board. Players 

alternate their turns, placing all four of their pegs one 

per turn. If a row of three pegs belonging to one player 

is formed during this phase, that player wins the game. 

(Up to this point, the game is identical to “Noughts and 

Crosses” or “Tic-Tac-Toe.”)

After each player's four pegs have been placed, the 

“move” phase begins. Each peg can be moved one position 

per turn following the lines on the board. Only one piece 

can be moved per turn, and there is no jumping allowed. 

When a row of three pegs belonging to one player is 

formed, that player wins the game. 

If one player’s pegs become trapped and cannot move, 

the game is a draw and neither player wins. Also, if a 

player repeats a back-and-forth move three times in a row, 

the game is also considered a draw.

Another, more interesting 

variation allows jumping 

over a piece to the 

vacant position 

beyond. The jumped 

pieces can belong to 

either player, and 

are not removed 

from the board.
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Ghana

A strategy game for

two players, ages 6+
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